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you mean?" He iii1 iudçx5 said, "It is so fine; the building is so fine;

the surroundings are so excellent. Won't they get their eyes on earthly

things instead of on the things cf (d?'/ How can you train students who

will self-sacrifice sacrifice self to serve the Lord in such surroundings

as these?"

If Dr. Shields had lived to see the quarters that On" God provided for

us when we outgrew the Wilmington quarters, to see the great Widener property

that became available to us fifteen years after we began, I wonder *f whether

he would not have felt that previous words had been quite wrong. mistaken. (?)

We began the seminary with a great ideal. We wished to carry on the

testimony of the old Princeton, but without the errors into which P° had fallen.

I spent a considerable amount of time writing a statement of the ix purpose

of the seminary. This statement was included in the charter of the seminary
by it. it ever

and printed in every catalogue ever issued/ all the catalogues/issued.

Certain great ideals were set forth there. It says, "The said Corporation is

formed for the purpose of establishing and maintaining a Theological Seminary

of high educational efficiency and absolute loyalty to the Christian religion

as taught in the Old nad New Testaments .... Faith Theological Seminary is to

train thoroughly furnished and consecrated leadership for the Chursh of

Christ. In every phase of its work the highest possible standards of

scholarship are to be maintained. Its graduates are to be well fitted to

defend the full truthfulness of the Word of God against all ata attacks of

modern infidelity or naturalism, and to interpret it in the light of careful

an accurate study of its words in the original languages." iX It

was our desire that the seminary should stand foursquare for God's Word and

should train men not to make stan judgments, not to deal on hasty or

superficial bases with matters, but to study the rxxa Scriptures carefully and

thoroughly; nix not to stand with any one simply because he made a statement
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